
Madam's 2931 

 

  Chapter 2931 Coincidentally, the monitoring of the underground garage is also broken 

 

  The staff had never seen her before, but when they saw a cool girl wearing a cap and asked her, she 

was also taken aback: "How do you know?" 

 

  Qiao Nian's heart sank, she pursed her lips and said nothing. 

 

  The hotel staff didn't pay much attention to her, and quickly explained to the manager: "I checked 

the monitoring before going to work, and the monitoring is fine." 

 

   "Two hours ago, the surveillance in the underground garage suddenly went dark. I rushed over 

after receiving a call from the security guard on duty." 

 

   "The maintenance master said it wasn't an equipment problem, but a malfunction in the hotel's 

security system, which will be repaired tomorrow afternoon." 

 

  At this time, at this place, the monitoring is just right. 

 

   And still that kind of glitch problem. 

 

   There is no way to fix this. 

 

  Qiao Nian raised his hand and turned the cap, and walked straight inside: "I'll try it." 

 

   "Hey, you can't go in here..." The hotel staff still wanted to stop her. 

 

   Was grabbed by the manager. 

 



  The lobby manager nodded and bowed to the young man to be careful: "Young Master Ye, you can 

investigate slowly, you can do whatever you want. We really don't know that there is a problem with the 

monitoring..." 

 

"kindness." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan ignored him, passed by him and entered the security room. 

 

  … 

 

  The lights in the security room were dim. 

 

  The area of less than ten square meters is filled with small TVs the size of a wall, and real-time 

monitoring of the hotel is displayed on each screen. 

 

  Qiao Nian dragged the chair away and sat down, then took out a laptop from her bag, and plugged 

the black data cable into the hotel's monitoring host computer. 

 

  Her fingers tapped on the keyboard quickly, and all kinds of codes were continuously updated on 

the small screen. 

 

   Qiao Nian's tense jawline never relaxed, and the speed of his hands gradually accelerated. 

 

finally. 

 

   At a critical point. 

 

   She stopped suddenly! 

 

  Ye Wangchuan watched her push away the computer with both hands, and leaned back, exuding an 

aura that no one should enter. 



 

   "The storage disk is broken." 

 

   "Can't recover?" 

 

  Qiao Nian nodded his head in a rare way: "The other party has already prepared this move and 

completely destroyed the disk. Even if the king of heaven comes, the data cannot be recovered today." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan seldom encountered a disk that she couldn't recover, so he raised his eyebrows. 

 

  Qiao Nian brows and eyes were very dry, and she raised her hand to press the center of her brows. 

It was as if a stick was hitting her brain, and the nerves started to hurt from the back of her head. 

 

  She was quite calm: "If I'm not mistaken, just in case, the surveillance in important parts of the 

underground parking garage is also broken." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan raised his eyes, and immediately turned back to tell the lobby manager: "Find 

someone to take a look." 

 

  The manager in the lobby was startled, thinking it was unlikely, their staff just said that they had 

checked the equipment before going to work. 

 

  But he didn't hesitate, and immediately asked someone to go down to check. 

 

   Less than ten minutes. 

 

  The person who went down to check the surveillance in the underground garage came back at a 

trot. 

 

  The man was still panting, and said with a visibly surprised expression: "Manager, the three cameras 

in the underground garage have been artificially broken!" 



 

   "..." 

 

  The lobby manager has nothing to say now. 

 

  When Qiao Nian heard that his guess was confirmed, he put all the data cables and notebook back 

into the bag with a blank expression, and zipped up the shoulder bag. 

 

  She put the shoulder bag on her shoulders, got up and turned to Ye Wangchuan and said, "Let's go, I 

can't find anything here." 

 

   Now she can only go back and wait for news from Leonard. 

 

  If Leonard dies... 

 

  Then today's round will be a dead end! 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2932 Leonard's situation is not optimistic 

 

Hospital. 

 

  The outside of the emergency room was almost surrounded by members of the Leonard family, and 

ordinary patients and family members could not get close at all. 

 

   Half an hour later, Ji Ziyin arrived late. 

 

   "I'm here to see Mr. Lei." She walked in front of the guard in the corridor and said in a deep voice. 

 



  The guards stopped her: "People who are not members of the Hermit family are not allowed to 

come near here!" 

 

  Ji Ziyin was stopped outside and was anxiously trying to figure out how to get in. 

 

   It happened that Lei Ting came to look for the doctor, saw her standing outside, walked over, and 

said to the guards: "Miss Ji is one of my own, let her come here." 

 

  The guard put down his hand and turned sideways to make way. 

 

  Ji Ziyin breathed a sigh of relief, and walked over: "I heard Mr. Lei was attacked. How is he? Are you 

okay?" 

 

  She was nervous and worried, her hair was disheveled, and her clothes were changed temporarily. 

It seemed that she rushed to the hospital after receiving the news. 

 

   Lei Ting's expression softened slightly: "In the emergency room, the operation is still going on. Now 

Lei Lao's situation is still unclear." 

 

  Ji Ziyin said immediately: "So serious?" 

 

   Lei Ting didn't want to reveal too much to her, his eyes dodged: "Mr. Lei was shot." 

 

   "..." Ji Ziyin gasped after hearing this, as if extremely shocked. 

 

  Leiting was still holding the operation risk notification letter in his hand and wanted to find a doctor, 

so he said as he walked, "I'll ask the doctor what this means first." 

 

   "Since you're here, just wait there." He was talking about outside the operating room, where there 

were still a few men Leonard brought to Independent Continent waiting anxiously. 

 



  Ji Ziyin saw that he was going to be busy, so she nodded cooperatively: "Okay, you are busy first." 

 

  She walked outside the operating room by herself. 

 

  The operating room is lit with a red light, with the words in operation on it. 

 

   The few people brought by Leonard were waiting outside anxiously at the moment. They didn't 

react much when they saw Ji Ziyin approaching. 

 

   Obviously he didn't take Ji Ziyin seriously, and he didn't want to talk to her at this time. 

 

   Ji Ziyin was very obedient, she found a corner by herself, and instead of going up to strike up a 

conversation, she asked someone to ask questions. 

 

   After a while, Lei Ting came back. 

 

  His face was much more gloomy than before, and as he walked over quickly, there was an 

atmosphere of tension in the air. 

 

   "Brother Ting, what did the doctor say?" 

 

   "How is Mr. Lei doing inside?" 

 

  People from the Leonard family surrounded him and asked him. 

 

   Lei Ting glanced at everyone's faces, his eyes were heavy, and he pursed his lips and said, "The 

doctor said that Mr. Lei's situation is not optimistic." 

 

   As soon as the words came out. 

 



   There is a condensed atmosphere in the air. 

 

   Everyone's complexion changed slightly, and everyone fell silent. 

 

   Ji Ziyin was also among these people, but she only occupied a small corner, and she was very smart 

not to surround her. 

 

  When she heard Lei Ting's words, a sneer quickly crossed her face, and she quickly covered her real 

emotions at that moment with anxiety. 

 

   After a while. 

 

Someone from the Leonard family kicked over the trash can next to it, and said angrily: "Damn, their Ji 

family is too deceitful! Mr. Lei has something wrong, and I will never let that damned woman go! What 

about the direct line of the Ji family?" ? Can the direct line of the Ji family engage in sneak attacks 

without morality?!" 

 

   Others were also furious when they were driven by him. 

 

   Lei Ting stopped them with a sullen face and indifferent eyes: "Enough! What's the fuss, the 

operation is still going on inside." 

 

   Not popular yet, pointing to the operating room: "Brother Ting, do we have to hold back this 

breath?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2933 You can tell me now, who did it? 

 

   "We'll wait for the results of the operation to come out!" Lei Ting said with a deadpan expression. 

 



   There was another lengthy silence outside the operating room. 

 

   Leonard is not here, Retin is the leader of this group. He said he had to wait, and the others had to 

stand outside and wait even though they were angry. 

 

   Soon, the closed door of the operating room opened. 

 

   A doctor wearing a surgical gown and a surgical cap walked out of it. 

 

  When the people outside the operating room saw someone coming out, they immediately swarmed 

up and surrounded the doctor who came out. 

 

   "Doctor, how are you?" 

 

   "Doctor, is the patient inside awake?" 

 

   "Doctor, patient..." 

 

  Everyone is asking about Leonard. 

 

The middle-aged doctor took off his mask, hesitated for a second in the face of this battle, and shook his 

head at them regretfully: "I'm sorry, the patient was unconscious when he arrived. We tried our best to 

save him, but the bullet happened to hit the patient. In the heart, we really couldn't get the bullet out." 

 

"so…" 

 

  The doctor looked at them and said in a regretful tone: "I'm very sorry!" 

 

   This "very sorry" completely declared Leonard's death. 

 



   Except for the unremarkable Ji Ziyin in the corner, everyone present was stunned. 

 

   Ray died? 

 

   Just died like this? 

 

  They couldn't imagine how the family would react when they heard the news? What was the 

reaction of the hidden family? And the Privy Council, the Queen... 

 

  Everyone's brains went blank, and they couldn't come back to their senses for a long time. 

 

  At this time, Ji Ziyin came out from the corner, walked up to Lei Ting, looked at him with clear starry 

eyes, and said with deep sorrow: "My condolences." 

 

   "..." Lei Ting's eyes were bloodshot, he stared at her blankly, his palms had already scratched the 

skin due to force. 

 

  Ji Ziyin put her hand on his shoulder, patted him twice comfortingly, stood still and asked him: "You 

can tell me now, how did Mr. Lei get attacked and how did he get shot?" 

 

   "Who the **** did it?" 

 

  The last sentence is deafening! 

 

   Lei Ting seemed to wake up, stared at her with a pair of bloodshot eyes, and said a name: "Qiao 

Nian." 

 

  ** 

 

  Apartment villa in the city center. 



 

  Feng Yu has been making and answering the phone. 

 

   Mo Dong and Mo Xi also came over. 

 

  Qiao Nian found a comfortable seat on the sofa, with a laptop on her lap, looking down as if to 

check something. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan is not far away from her, also waiting for news. 

 

   Gu San brewed a few cups of tea, put a cup of hot tea in front of each of them, then got up, and 

asked the girl softly: "Miss Qiao, have you found any clues?" 

 

   "No." Qiao Nian switched out all the surveillance cameras near the hotel. Unfortunately, the 

surveillance cameras on one of the roads happened to be broken. 

 

   Coincidentally, the situation of the failure is the same as the monitoring situation of the 

underground parking lot, and the storage magnetic card is damaged. 

 

  The monitoring itself was also smashed. 

 

   "The other party did it very cleanly, without leaving any clues." Qiao Nianying's white fingers left 

the keyboard, and she leaned back, leaning on the back of the sofa. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan also checked the surveillance and also checked the people Leonard had been in 

contact with recently. Hearing this, he raised his eyelids slightly and asked Qiao Nian: "Who do you think 

did it?" 

 

   Qiao Nian glanced back at him, then shook his head, showing a rare headache and irritated 

expression: "Not sure." 

 



  She suspected that Leonard was attacked this time because of an internal struggle within the 

Hermit family, or that Leonard was surrounded by someone from Nie Qingru? 

 

   But that doesn't make sense either. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2934 Independent Continent is about to change 

 

  Nie Qingru could not have known in advance that she would ask Leonard about Nie Qixing, so there 

was no reason for Nie Qingru to do anything to Leonard. 

 

   So the problem is back to square one. 

 

  Who did it? 

 

  Ye Wangchuan's eyes drooped slightly: "Have you considered Ji Ziyin?" 

 

   "Her?" Qiao Nian was a little surprised, but looked at him, and didn't answer for a moment: "She 

doesn't have the guts, does she?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan didn't answer. 

 

  He just suspects... 

 

  Qiao Nian squinted his eyes, but before he could think deeply, the nerve in his brain pulled the back 

of his head and started to hurt again. 

 

   At this time, Feng Yu hurried back after making a phone call, and told everyone in a serious tone: 

"Something happened! Leonard is dead." 



 

  Moxi, Mo Dong, Gu San, Qiao Nian and Ye Wangchuan were all stunned for a moment, they didn't 

expect the accident to happen so suddenly. 

 

  Feng Yu took a deep breath: "I just received the news from the hospital that half an hour ago, 

Leonard died after the rescue failed." 

 

   "The person is now in the hospital. I don't think the Lei family's intention is to let it go. They should 

contact the Hermit family... I'm afraid it won't be so easy in the future." 

 

  He tried not to be too serious. 

 

  But everyone understands the seriousness of the matter. 

 

  If Leonard is fine, there is still room for change in today's matter. 

 

  But Leonard failed to rescue him and died on the spot. 

 

  Things are starting to go for the worst... 

 

   "Have they contacted the Hermit Family?" Ye Wangchuan stood up and asked Feng Yu first. 

 

Feng Yu shook her head, with a sad face on her face: "They are covering up the news very tightly now, 

and I don't know if they have contacted the Hidden World Family. But it seems that they must contact 

there. This time, I am afraid...the Queen will also Come and ask for it!" 

 

   Leonard was one of the three giants of the Privy Council, so he died in Independence Island for no 

apparent reason, and happened to be related to Qiao Nian. 

 

  Nie Qingru couldn't let it go. 

 



  Nie Qingru will definitely make a trip to Independence Continent, and then everyone will not get 

together as well as last time, and it will be solved simply. 

 

   "Where's Ji's family? Have you received any news?" Ye Wangchuan was calmer than him, and asked 

Feng Yu again. 

 

  Feng Yu hesitated for a moment, then still shook his head: "I don't know yet. But I have received the 

news, and they should receive the news soon." 

 

  Moxi pushed down the gold-rimmed glasses frame, stood up straight and said to Ye Wangchuan: 

"Master Wang, it seems that we have to make preparations in advance." 

 

  He turned his head to look in the direction of the girl: "Miss Qiao... I'm afraid I need someone to 

protect her recently." 

 

   "I'll do it." Mo Dong took over the task without saying a word. 

 

  Under everyone's gaze, Qiao Nian slowly turned his peaked cap off, slightly raised his head, 

revealing an extremely provocative oval face. 

 

   "Tsk!" She drew the corners of her mouth, her eyebrows and eyes were dry: "Interesting." 

 

   Mo Xi, Mo Dong, Feng Yu and others were all looking at her. 

 

   When is this, does she still care about this? 

 

   Isn't she afraid of crazy revenge from the Hidden World Family and the Lei Family? Behind those 

people, there is an empress who is eyeing her like a tiger, and her current situation is definitely not 

good! 

 



  Qiao Nian didn't care too much about these things, she got up and picked up her mobile phone, 

then turned to Ye Wangchuan and said, "Can you ask Mr. Ye to take care of my dad and them for me 

during this time?" 

 

  Ye Wangchuan knew what she meant, and got up, ready to make a call: "I'll tell him." 

 

   "En." Qiao Nian replied, his eyes were like a night that couldn't be opened: "I'm telling Daji, let him 

arrange some people to go there, just in case, some people will make a fuss about them." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2935 It is impossible for the Ji family to keep Qiao Nian 

 

  Ye Wangchuan heard the words, and said to her again: "I'll tell Qin Si again. He is in Beijing, with him 

and Bao Jingxing taking care of him, he should be fine." 

 

  He still has contacts in nine institutes in Beijing. 

 

  It is no problem for the three forces to join forces to protect a few people. 

 

   Qiao Nian was relieved when he heard this: "Thanks." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan instead turned his attention to her: "What about you?" 

 

"I?" 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't expect him to ask himself, so he immediately smiled, shook his phone in front of 

him, tilted his head, and his eyes were filled with fire: "I'll wait for them to come to me!" 

 

  ** 



 

  Reynard ran to Independent Continent to support Ji Ziyin this time, half of the people in 

Independent Continent knew that he was coming. 

 

  So when the news of the hospital spread, all forces were shocked by the news. 

 

  The Lu family has acquaintances in the hospital and received the news immediately. 

 

  Old lady Lu didn't even drink her afternoon tea. After seeing off her old sisters, she found Lu Yiming 

and told him the news about the hospital. 

 

   "I really didn't expect that Qiao Nian would dare to attack someone from the Hidden World Family, 

it was Mr. Lei..." 

 

   "I'm afraid this matter can't get better." 

 

Immediately, Mrs. Lu showed a relaxed smile on her face. She seemed to be in a good mood, and she 

said to Lu Yiming in a lively tone: "That's all right, she's made a big mess! Someone just taught her a 

lesson, so that she won't spend all day Don't take me seriously." 

 

   "Grandma!" Lu Yiming frowned and stopped her, telling her to stop talking. 

 

  Madam Lu didn't understand why he was suddenly helping Qiao Nian to speak, and she lowered her 

face unhappily: "I'm just talking in private. What did you ask me to do? Why don't you let me talk when 

she can do it?" 

 

  Lu Yiming didn't want to continue arguing with her, so he picked up his coat: "I'll go out for a while." 

 

   "Where are you going this time?" 

 

   "Go and breathe." 



 

Seeing that he insisted on going out, Mrs. Lu simply walked over and gave him a black card, and said to 

him, "Go and find Ziyin to have a meal and have a chat. By the way, see if there is any suitable gift, and 

choose it for her." one." 

 

  Lu Yiming only felt that the card in his hand was extremely responsive, and raised his face to look at 

her: "Grandma, what do you mean?" 

 

  Can't he even understand this situation? 

 

Mrs. Lu felt that he was uncarable, so she suppressed her unhappiness, and said to him, "Qiao Nian is 

over this time, and the Leonard family and the Hermit family will never let her go! The Ji family will also 

abandon her in order to protect themselves. Ji Lingfeng's whereabouts are unknown again. At this time, 

who else can be the head of the Ji family?" 

 

  She has always been a person who knows the situation very well. 

 

Mrs. Lu made no secret of her ambitions: "Zi Yin is going to be the head of Ji's family this time, and there 

will only be more and more people who want to curry favor with her in the future. We had some trouble 

with her before, but fortunately you and her grew up together. We grew up together and we are still 

friends." 

 

   "Listen to me, call her later and ask her out for a meal, and see if I can get some inside information 

by the way." 

 

  Lu Yiming listened to her expressionless, and put the card back into her hand: "I just went out for a 

walk." 

 

   Mrs. Lu was about to get angry when she saw that he was stubborn. 

 

  Lu Yiming had already picked up the car keys, and walked out without looking back. 

 

  Old Mrs. Lu looked at his back in a hurry to leave the house, and was furious: "This elm head..." 



 

  Whilst she was talking, she heard the roar of the accelerator outside, her face darkened again, but 

she had no choice but to lick her face and call Ji Ziyin... 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2936 Didn't you go out that day? 

 

   "Hello." Ji Ziyin had just come out of the hospital when she received a call from Mrs. Lu. 

 

  She opened the car door with one hand, while listening to Mrs. Lu's flattery on the phone, it took a 

long time before she answered, "Where's Lu Yiming?" 

 

  She remembered that two days ago, Lu Yiming gave Qiao Nian the painting she wanted without 

hesitation, and even severed contact with her. 

 

  Madam Lu didn't know why she asked Lu Yiming, and after a long time of embarrassment, she said, 

"He, he said he went out to get some air." 

 

   "Oh, that's it." After hearing this, Ji Ziyin's eyes flickered, and a trace of contempt quickly flashed in 

his eyes: "Mrs. Lu, I'm still busy, so I won't talk to you." 

 

  Madam Lu did not give up: "Why don't I ask him to call you when he comes back?" 

 

  Ji Ziyin's mouth curled up with a hint of coolness, and she bent over to get in the car and fastened 

her seat belt, extremely cold: "No need." 

 

   She no longer needs it! 

 

  She just wanted to see if Lu Yiming had any regrets? I regret that I chose the wrong person two days 

ago! 



 

  In an instant, the expression on her face relaxed again, and the corners of her mouth curled up, 

unable to hide the joy in her heart. 

 

   These are not important anymore. 

 

   Leonard is dead. 

 

  She will soon take over as the head of the Ji family, and she can also give it a go on the Privy Council, 

maybe she can replace Leonard... 

 

   Thinking of this, Ji Ziyin has long been in the mood to waste time with Mrs. Lu and his ilk. 

 

  She said, "I'm dead." 

 

   Then, before Mrs. Lu could speak, she hung up the phone and casually dropped the phone on the 

passenger seat. 

 

  Ji Ziyin started the car, kicked the accelerator and drove back. 

 

  She needs to contact the queen immediately! 

 

  … 

 

   It is said that Leonard died for no apparent reason in Independent Continent, and the Queen 

should take action immediately. 

 

  But the next three days were uneventful. 

 



  The forces in the Independent Continent who raised their ears and waited for the following are all a 

little confused. They don't understand what the Hermit Family and the Empress are thinking. 

 

  This also includes the long-awaited Ji Ziyin. 

 

  For three whole days, Ji Ziyin stayed at her residence without going anywhere, just waiting for good 

news to come to her from outside. 

 

   Seeing that three days have passed. 

 

  She didn't wait for any news. 

 

   Ji Ziyin also became more and more restless from being confident at the beginning. 

 

  Ji Xiao has been with her these days. 

 

  He was even more nervous than Ji Ziyin. 

 

   Seeing that there was no good news coming, he finally couldn't hold back anymore! 

 

  Ji Xiao stood up abruptly and said to Ji Ziyin, "Do you want to stop contacting the Hermit Family? Or 

contact Lord Shadow." 

 

   Ji Ziyin is not irritable! 

 

  She forced all the uneasiness in her heart, pursed her lips, and stared at him expressionlessly: "I'm 

going to contact them at this time, shouldn't I tell them that I'm in a hurry?" 

 

  The queen is not a fool. 

 



  The best way for her now is to do nothing and wait quietly at home for news. 

 

"wait." 

 

Seeing Ji Xiao walking back and forth in the room, Ji Ziyin withdrew the cold light in her eyes, calmed 

down a little, and said, "Reynard is the Queen's right-hand man. He died in Independence Island for no 

reason. Met with Qiao Nian...Even if it's for the sake of face, the Queen won't let her go! We just have to 

wait for the news!" 

 

  Ji Xiao heard her casually mentioning Leonard's death, and felt a chill in his heart, and 

subconsciously peeked at her expression: "You...what did you do when you went out that day?" 

 

"Um?" 

 

  Ji Xiao couldn't help but whispered: "It was the day Leonard had an accident, didn't you go out?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2937 Sister Nian has been found 

 

   "Ah, I went out to meet a friend." Ji Ziyin turned her head indifferently. 

 

   "..." 

 

  Ji Xiao saw that there was no flaw in the expression on her pretty face, as if Leonard's death really 

had nothing to do with her. 

 

  He still moved his mouth: "Which friend? Do I know him?" 

 

  Ji Ziyin turned her head and looked at him fixedly: "What's wrong?" 



 

  Ji Xiao looked at her calm eyes, and for some reason, he became frightened, and subconsciously 

avoided her gaze, shaking his head: "No, it's nothing." 

 

Ji Ziyin saw his doubts about her, twitched the corners of her mouth, got up and went to the water 

dispenser to get a glass of water and came back, and said unhurriedly: "Don't forget that we are 

grasshoppers on a boat, if I capsize, you You have to fall into the water with me." 

 

  Ji Xiao's heart beat like a drum, and he looked at her suddenly. 

 

Ji Ziyin was drinking water in a leisurely manner, and immediately put down the cup, her apricot eyes 

gleamed with ambition, and said to Ji Xiao in a low voice: "Qiao has finished reading, who else can 

compete with me for the position of the head of the Ji family. Once I become As the head of the Ji 

family, you will also become one of the elders, and we will have the final say on the Ji family in the 

future... Don't you want to live such a life?" 

 

   "Think." Ji Xiao was moved by the future she described, his heart beating loudly. 

 

  Ambition dilutes restlessness. 

 

  He took a deep breath and looked at the winner again: "Are you sure Qiao Nian will end? What if 

she finds us..." 

 

  Ji Ziyin curled her lips slightly: "She can't find me." 

 

  ** 

 

at the same time. 

 

  City center villa. 

 

   "Have you found it?" The girl raised her legs and held the headset with one hand, talking casually. 



 

   There is a laptop in front of her, and a software is hung on the screen. 

 

  Qiao Nian is currently connecting with the computer on the dialogue box. 

 

   "Found it." 

 

  The voice over there is obviously Nie Mi. 

 

   "I went to the Nine Institutes to ask Mr. Cheng, and Mr. Cheng said that the caliber of the bullet in 

your photo is 2.5mm. The range of sniper rifles of this caliber is relatively wide, and it is difficult to 

check." 

 

   "But judging from the ballistic trajectory and the depth of the bullet marks embedded in the wall, 

there is only one model that meets these two data." 

 

   "L115A3." 

 

  Qiao Nian raised her eyebrows: "L115A3?" 

 

Nie Mi responded, and continued: "This model was only delivered last year. It is the most advanced and 

accurate sniper rifle currently on the market. Because it is expensive, there are not many of them. If you 

know someone on the black market, just check the source of the purchase. You can find the person you 

are looking for." 

 

  Qiao Nian got the answer she wanted, her jet-black eyebrows raised slightly, and her pitch-black 

eyes were beautiful with a bit of chill: "Thank you." 

 

  She hung up Nie Mi's phone, took off the headset and put it back on the table, then got up and 

picked up the mobile phone on the sofa to make a call. 

 

ten minutes later. 



 

  Qiao Nian returned to the living room. 

 

   Soon Wei Lou sent a list to her computer. 

 

  The girl clicked on the shopping list she got from the black market, and soon found an interesting ID 

in the middle of a row of names. 

 

  JI. 

 

  Qiao Nian operated the mouse to copy the name, and printed it out together with the serial number 

behind it. There was an extra piece of A4 paper in his hand. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan came back from the outside and saw the girl was looking at something, so he walked 

over, put down the car keys, and said in a warm voice, "Did you find it?" 

 

   "That's right." Qiao Nian handed him the A4 paper in his hand: "Look at this." 

 

  Ye Fanchuan took it from her hand, glanced down at the name and number on it, and immediately 

raised his eyelids slightly: "When did you start to doubt her?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2938 Grasp the current situation! 

 

Qiao Nian went to the refrigerator to get a bottle of Coke, pulled the tab, took a sip of the Coke casually, 

and said unhurriedly, "I didn't suspect it at first. You mentioned her name to me the other day. Thinking 

about it, it’s not impossible.” 

 

  The Coke in the refrigerator was steaming cold, but the temperature from Qiao Nian's fingertips 

was like a prairie fire. 



 

  She sneered, her voice hoarse: "A dog will jump over the wall when it gets anxious. I didn't expect 

her to be so courageous." 

 

   Leonard is one of the three giants of the Privy Council, backed by the Lei family, which itself is also 

the top few families of the Hermit family. 

 

  Ji Ziyin dared to make such an idea, really thought she had nine lives? 

 

  Can withstand the Lei family's revenge? 

 

   "She may feel that she is a special existence in Nie Qingru's eyes, and Nie Qingru will save her life 

no matter what..." She thought about it and only thought of this reason. 

 

Qiao Nian's eyes sank slightly, and the corners of her mouth were still raised, but her smile didn't reach 

her eyes: "Nie Qingru has no emotion at all. Ji Ziyin, a woman who can kill her only daughter, actually 

wants to be a special case in her eyes? Chick! " 

 

   This sneer, I don't know who I'm laughing at. 

 

   There was a scorching fire burning in her heart, which made her temples throb. 

 

  She walked over and said to Ye Wangchuan: "I have limited manpower in Independence Island, help 

me check the number on this piece of paper. I'll make her understand!" 

 

"OK." 

 

  Ye Wangchuan held the piece of paper between his fingers, and went to the study to make a phone 

call without saying a word. 

 

  … 



 

  No one expected that Qiao Nian would start to check from the ballistic trajectory. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan made a phone call to Ji Lin, and within half an hour, Ji Lin got the manufacturer's 

purchase list through his relationship. 

 

  This list is much more complete than the simple registration information on the black market. 

 

   After all, most of the people who engage in the arms business keep their money. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan got the list sent by Ji Lin, and handed over the phone: "What you want." 

 

  Qiao Nian took the phone silently, zoomed in on the picture on his phone, and sure enough saw Ji 

Ziyin's name in front of the number he found. 

 

   Now the dust has settled. 

 

  She can basically be sure that the person behind the scenes is Ji Ziyin. 

 

  Qiao Nian had been mentally prepared since she got the list on the black market, so she wasn't too 

surprised when she saw the final result. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan saw that she just uploaded the picture to his mobile phone, so he lowered his eyes 

and asked her: "What are you going to do next?" 

 

   "Didn't she want to be the head of Ji's family?" Qiao Nian's eyes flashed a trace of coldness, and he 

returned the phone to him: "I'll wait for the dog to jump over the wall again." 

 

  Nie Qingru hasn't heard anything for a long time, so Ji Ziyin should have waited in great torment. 

 



  She is in no hurry. 

 

  If she went directly to Ji Ziyin with this list, Ji Ziyin might still make excuses in every possible way. 

 

  She wants to catch the current situation, otherwise how can she stand up to the trap carefully set 

by the other party? 

 

   "Leynard's people are still guarding the hospital?" She thought of something at this moment, and 

asked with her head tilted. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan understood her thoughts in a blink of an eye, put away the phone, went to get the 

car keys, and said to the girl, "Let's go, I'll accompany you there." 

 

  ** 

 

  Four days. 

 

  Ji Ziyin waited for four days, but there was no news from the Hermit Family. 

 

   Even Lei's family at the hospital remained silent, as if Leonard's death did not cause any waves. 

 

   While waiting, she gradually became irritable. While asking Ji Xiao to inquire about the news 

outside, she hesitated whether to contact Nie Qingru. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2939 Ji Ziyin didn't notice anything wrong 

 

  But the impression Nie Qingru left on her was too oppressive. In the end, Ji Ziyin didn't dare to ask 

her why she hadn't come to Independent Island to deal with Leonard's funeral. 



 

  She ran to the hospital at the last resort, and went to Lei Ting first. 

 

   Leonard died strangely, Lei Ting did not transport him back to State M, but sent someone to guard 

the hospital 24 hours a day, waiting for instructions from State M. 

 

   When Ji Ziyin found Lei Ting, Lei Ting had just finished answering the phone. 

 

He strode towards the woman. Seeing the concerned expression on Ji Ziyin's face, disgust flashed across 

his eyebrows, but he forcibly endured it and answered her question: "It's not that I don't want to avenge 

Mr. Lei. There is Ji Ziyin behind that Qiao Nian." Unless Ji’s family is dealt with first, otherwise we will not 

be able to take revenge even if we want to take revenge on other people’s territory.” 

 

  Ji Ziyin's mouth was bubbling anxiously, with a hypocritical expression on her face, she asked 

strangely, "The Ji family still wants to help Qiao Nian?" 

 

   Lei Ting observed the agitation under her calm surface, and a sneer sneered at the corner of her 

mouth: "Maybe the death of Lei Lao is not enough." 

 

   "?" Ji Ziyin didn't understand what he meant. 

 

   Lei Ting patiently explained to her: "Don't you know yet? Qiao Nian is backed by forces from 

Continent F, and the boyfriend next to her is not an ordinary person. The queen probably has to think 

twice if she wants to move her." 

 

   After hearing this, Ji Ziyin closed her eyes and her expression became forced: "Really?" 

 

  Lei Ting followed her words: "Yeah, she didn't take Lei Lao's death at all, and dared to ask me to 

meet tomorrow. But if she causes trouble again, I guess the empress can't bear it anymore." 

 

  Ji Ziyin suddenly looked at him: "... Qiao Nian asked you out? Why did she ask you out?" 

 



  A trace of uneasiness emerged in her heart, and the emotion passed by in a flash, and she couldn't 

grasp it even if she wanted to. 

 

   Lei Ting sneered and said mockingly: "She might want to tell me about Mr. Lei." 

 

   "She came to me before and said that Mr. Lei's death was strange, and she didn't do it. Maybe she 

found some evidence." 

 

  His words exploded in Ji Ziyin's mind like thunder, and she instinctively looked at Lei Ting to observe 

his expression and movements. 

 

  Seeing that Lei Ting didn't seem to believe Qiao Nian's words, she was secretly relieved. 

 

  But Ji Ziyin clenched her hands into fists involuntarily, and she didn't even notice her nails sunk into 

her flesh. Her heart beat fast: "Whatever evidence she can find, she destroyed the monitoring!" 

 

   Lei Ting snorted: "How do I know?" 

 

  He said casually: "I will know when I go to see her at eight o'clock tomorrow morning." 

 

  Ji Ziyin grasped this information keenly, pulled the corners of her mouth vigorously, and comforted 

him with concern: "Don't worry too much, the empress can't ignore Mr. Lei's affairs, one day she will get 

the punishment she deserves!" 

 

  Seeing that she was about to reach out to pat his shoulder, Lei Ting dodged back on conditioned 

reflex, avoiding her hand. 

 

  Seeing Ji Ziyin looked at him in surprise. 

 

  He suppressed the gloom again, and said apologetically to Ji Ziyin: "I'm sorry, I reflexively did not 

intend to target Miss Ji." 

 



  Ji Ziyin knew that he was very skilled, otherwise Leonard would not have valued him, so she 

withdrew her hand and didn't take it seriously: "It's okay." 

 

  She got a lot of news from Lei Ting, her heart was in a mess, and she didn't want to deal with it 

anymore, so she said to him: "Then I won't bother you, you go to work first, I'll go back." 

 

   Lei Ting did not keep her, and even took the initiative to ask the Leonard family to send her out. It 

seemed that he valued her very much. 

 

  Ji Ziyin didn't notice anything wrong, enjoyed the respect of the Leonard family with peace of mind, 

and left the hospital under the **** of the two. 

 

   PS: This time Ji Ziyin pills 

 

   

 

  Chapter 2940 Slag really wants to do it again 

 

   Lei Ting watched Ji Ziyin disappear into the hospital, his expression gradually became gloomy. 

 

   "Brother Ting, do you believe what Qiao Nian told you? What if she's the one making excuses..." A 

tall and thin man came out of the shadows around the corner. 

 

   Lei Ting withdrew his gaze, his dark face was expressionless at the moment: "Whether she lied to 

me or not, just try it!" 

 

   Originally, he was not so suspicious of Ji Ziyin. 

 

   But Ji Ziyin came to the door today, and the guilt revealed in his words and deeds made him 

suspicious. 

 



   Lei Ting rolled up his sleeves, lowered his eyes, and softly instructed the tall and thin man: "Go and 

get ready." 

 

  The tall and thin man lowered his head respectfully: "Yes." 

 

  He is going to do it. 

 

   "Wait a minute." Lei Ting stopped him again. 

 

  The thin and tall man turned around to look at him without knowing it, but turned around and 

stood up obediently: "Brother Ting, do you have any other arrangements?" 

 

   Lei Ting narrowed his eyes and said: "Be careful yourself, don't let people follow you. We are on 

someone else's territory, so be careful in everything!" 

 

   "I suspect Mr. Lei was being followed by someone before." 

 

  The tall and thin man was startled, and stared at him suddenly, seeing that Lei Ting's face remained 

unchanged, and the expression on his face was indescribably serious. 

 

  He couldn't help but tighten his heart, clenched his fists, and solemnly nodded: "I know Brother 

Ting. I will pay attention so that no one will find out." 

 

  Leiting raised his hand wearily: "Go." 

 

  The thin and tall guy didn't waste any more time, and ran out to do some errands without looking 

back. 

 

  * 

 

the other side. 



 

   After leaving the hospital, Ji Ziyin did not go back to his residence, but asked Ji Xiao out to meet him 

at a private club. 

 

   When Ji Xiao rushed over, he saw her sitting in the box waiting for someone. 

 

  He frowned, and walked in slowly: "Zi Yin, why did you call me here in such a hurry?" 

 

   There is a table in front of Ji Ziyin, and a set of exquisite porcelain is placed on the table. The 

woman gracefully lifts the coffee cup in front of her, raises her eyes and says to Ji Xiao, "Come and sit." 

 

  Ji Xiao looked at her like this, his heart tightened, and he walked over slowly: "What do you want 

me for?" 

 

  Ji Ziyin still didn't raise her eyelids, she raised her hand and told him, "Sit first." 

 

   Ji Xiao stood in a stalemate for a few seconds, but finally couldn't resist her insistence, so he had to 

sit down opposite her. 

 

  He sat down: "Can you talk now?" 

 

  Ji Ziyin poured him a cup of coffee without haste, pushed it in front of him, and then looked at him 

calmly: "We have to do it again." 

 

   "?" Ji Xiao wasn't in the mood to drink coffee at first, and didn't touch the cup in front of him. 

Instead, when he heard Ji Ziyin's words, his heart skipped a beat, and he raised his head subconsciously: 

"What, what do you mean?" 

 

Ji Ziyin didn't answer him directly, but fiddled with the coffee in the cup with a spoon in her hand, 

staring at him urgently: "I remember I told you that we are grasshoppers on a boat. If I overturn, you It's 

not easy either!" 

 



  Ji Xiao subconsciously clenched his hands under the table, his expression became ugly: "What are 

you trying to say?" 

 

  Ji Ziyin smiled and eased the atmosphere in the box: "I haven't finished talking, what are you in a 

hurry for?" 

 

  Ji Xiao didn't speak. 

 

  He felt that Ji Ziyin gave him a bad feeling. 

 

  She is like a gambler, addicted to gambling. 

 

  But gamblers will always have bad luck. If she keeps going like this, one day she will suffer bad 

luck... 

 

  Ji Ziyin gambled bigger and bigger. 


